Career and Technical Education (CTE)

**Industry certifications that include coding:**

- Adobe Certified Associate - Dreamweaver (ADOBE010) to Internet Services Technology
- Adobe Certified Associate - Flash (ADOBE011) to Internet Services Technology
- Apple Certified Pro (ACP) - Final Cut Pro X (APPLE020) Radio and TV Broadcast Programming
- Apple Certified Pro (ACP) - Final Cut Pro X (APPLE020) to Digital Television-Media Production (60)
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Advanced HTML5 & CSS3 Specialist (PROSO027) to Computer Information Technology (60)
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Advanced HTML5 & CSS3 Specialist (PROSO027) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Application Developer (PROSO005) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Associate Design Specialist (PROSO001) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Associate Design Specialist (PROSO001) to Internet Services Technology
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Javascript Specialist (PROSO017) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Master Designer (PROSO004) to Graphics Technology
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Master Designer (PROSO004) to Internet Services Technology
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Site Development Associate (PROSO020) to Internet Services Technology
- Certified Internet Web (CIW) Web Design Specialist (PROSO022) to Internet Services Technology
- Cisco Certified Internet Expert (CISCO018) to Computer Engineering Technology
- CIW Database Design Specialist (PROSO006) to Computer Information Technology
- CIW Database Design Specialist (PROSO006) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- CompTIA Linux+ (COMPT005) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCIT) Enterprise Support Technician (MICRO033) to Computer Information Technology
- Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD) - ASP.NET Developer (MICRO062) to Internet Services Technology
- Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD) - Web Developer (MICRO043) to Internet Services Technology
- Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD) - Windows Developer (MICRO044) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA) - SQL Server 2012 (MICRO082) to Computer Programming and Analysis
- Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA) - SQL Server 2012 (MICRO082) to Computer Information Technology
- Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA) - Windows Server 2003 (MICRO046) to Networking Services Technology
- Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) Data Platform (MICRO089) to Computer Programming and Analysis
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- **Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) - Distributed Applications (MICRO047) to Computer Information Technology**
- **Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) - Web Applications (MICRO048) to Computer Programming and Analysis**
- **Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) - Windows Applications (MICRO049) to Computer Programming and Analysis**
- **Modeling and Simulation (M & S) Certification (NACFS001) to Computer Programming and Analysis (60)**
- **Microsoft Technology Associate - HTML5 App Development Fundamentals (MICRO080) to Internet Services Technology**
- **Oracle Certified Associate (OCA) (ORACL004) - Java Programmer to Computer Programming and Analysis**
- **Oracle Certified Associate (OCA) (ORACL001) to Database Technology**
- **Sun Certified Java Associate (SUNMI002) to Computer Programming & Analysis**
- **Sun Certified Java Programmer (SUNMI001) to Computer Programming & Analysis**